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1. Intrcx:luction 

Orientat.ion distribution of crystallites in a given rock speci..cren contains 

valuable information on its deformation history. In connection with megascopic 

data it can be used to conclude on the regime of temperature, pressure and 

strain which were active in the investigated matter. Therefore, the accurate 

and complete description of the relation between crystal and specirnen orientB

tion should give important information for petrofabric analysis. In geology 

fabric diagrams, Le.,'representations of the distribution of one crystallogra

phic direction with respect to specimen coordinates are known for many years , 

In this description the chosen crystallographic axis is fixe~, but rotations 

about it are a Howed , A IIDre canplete and precise way of detennination of the 

relative orientation of crystal and specimen coordinate systems is given by 

means of the so-called orientation distribution function (ODF). There are some 

possibilities to find this function. A very ti..cre-consuming method is the direct 

measurerrent of orientation data of individuai crystals on the universal stage 

or by electron rnicroscope /1,2/. The calculation of the ODF fraro pole figure 

data, deterIT~ned by neutron or X-ray' diffraction using Bunge's series ,expansion 

method /3/, seems to be IIDre straightforward. In the last years same investiga

tions of geological samples have been done on this basis /4,5,6/. 

In this paper the complete texture analysis of quartz components of three 

granulite samples is presented. Pole figures have been measured by rreans of 

neutron timc-of-flight (TOF) diffraction at the Dubna pulsed reactors lER-3D 
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and 100-2. The applied experimental method is well suited for the investi

gation of low symnetric crystal systerns because of sinultaneous rreasurement 

of many pale figures. 

2. series expansion method 

All the iroportant paints of view of the ODF definition have been discussed 

by Matthies /7/ in a very detailed marmer. In general, the OOF f(g) cannot be 

roeasured directly. Therefore, a method has to be found to connect the OOF with 

experimental results. In the rrost; ccmron teclmique proposed by Bunge /3/ the 

OOF is eXpanded iuto a series of generalized spherical harmoniC6 
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The C~" are the series expansion coefficients which contain all infonnation 

concerning the texture (or fabric) of the investigated 6anple. On the other 

hand, pale figures (fabric diagrams) are measurable, two-d.ilrensional project.íons 

of the three-dínensfonal OOF. Expanding thern into a series of spherical 

hanronics 
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It can be shown /3,7/ that the series of expansion coefficienta C:.... are the 

-> -> 
saroe in equations (1) and (2). The unit vectors h and y detennine crystal 

and spécimen direction, respectively. In this way, a connection is found bet

ween pale figures and OOF via series expansion coefticients. Usually, the C~"" 

are calculated fran eq, (2) with the help of a least square fito The series ex

pansion cut off Lko"~ depends on the nurnber of known pale figures. 

According to Friedel's law it is impossible to distinguish in a normal 
-> 

'diffraction experiment between crystallographic directions h and - h j , 1.e., 
'\ 

only superpositions 

(3)Ph~ ('1) ,. Ph~ (y) + P-r~ (,t)
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can be measured, Fram these so-called redúced pale figures i t is iropossible to 

detennine the C~" with odd L • In this way, only the "eve rr" part of the 

OOF f(g) can be reproduced frem experimental data, in general cases, leading 

to~ghost'effectp /7/. 

3. Symnetry considerations. 

Each crystal systern is characterized by a set of possible symretry 

transfo:rmations. This symretry is strong In the mathematical sense. Less 

strbng symnetry properties can be found for specimen in many cases toa, 

caused by the format.Lon process of the given sample. Rotation symretry ope

rations should be reflected in ODF, pale figures and inverse poIe figures. In

version and mirrar s~try operations transfonn right-hand into left-hand 

coordinate systerns and vice-versa. Therefore, they cannot be taken into account, 

in texture analysis. 

In the trigonal crystal syatem the planes (hkí.L) andjkhí.I) haví.nq the 

saroe lattice spacings are not equivalent fram the symmetric point of view. 

Reflections of this type coincide in pcwder diffraction patterns. Therefore, 

only a superposition of reduced pale figures can be recorded. 

(-» ';:) -»p-> (y») V'fl,k;q I
D

(l.,k~l) y + W(kl,:l) I (kI.;t1(Y (4) -. I 

is the weight factor which is proportional to the ç:orrespanding 

strocture factor. These factors have to meet the condition 

where w~~ 

Wlhkil) .+ ""'(kl.' L) - -'1 • (5) 

Taking into account such kíndsof pale figures, the spherical harnonics of 

eq, (3) have to be substituted I;>y 

k~ (h7) ~ W(I.It~l) k~(I'Ik;L) + lN(kl,;C) k;(k(.,;l) (6) 

if the Miller index L is not equal to zero. 

The ma~tical background used in this paper has been outlined in detail 

in /8/. 
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4. Experirnents and data handling 

The TOF texture investigations on the granulite samples J. and 2 of the 

Granulite masaí.f (southem GDR) have been done at the pulsed reactor IBR-30 

of the JINR Dubna. Sare iroportan,t experimental pararoeters are: 

- flight path 32 m
 

- 20 ::: 90
0
 

- beam diaroeter 50 nm
 

3 - specimen d.ímens íons about, 10 x 100 x 150 rrrn 

record time per spectrum 2 h 

'I'he investigation of the third sample has been done by means of the spectro

meter NSWR /9/ at the IBR-2 reactor. The measurements have been carried out 

using two detectors sirnultaneously. The Bragg angles were 2 e =800 and 

0 0
2 e =1000 in the transmission case and 2 O=100 and 2 e =140 in the ref

lection case, respectively. Other paremeters were approximately the saroe. 

The samples were situated, in an automatic three-circle texture goniareter to 

ensure al! necessary specimen rotations about, three perpendicular axes. 

The syrometries of samples 1 and 2 were found to be approximately m:moclinic, 

i.e.,qnlY one half of the complete pole figure was to be covered by experi

mental points, where one TOF diffraction spectrum yields one point in every 

considered pole figu:e. For the third rock ful! pole figures have been 

measured. To decrease exper.ímerrta l expanse scans similar to equal area ones 

were recorded on the FOle figures, Le., the tilt angle steps were D. 4> =100 

in each case, but the azimuth angle steps e:. "f varied in dependence on cP 

The TOF diffraction patterns for the three perpendicular directions of 

the sample coordí.nare system NO (normat of the sheet), DD (lineation) and 

TV (transverse ) of granulite 1 are shown in Fig.1. From al! the measured 

spectra the integrated intensities of Bragg reflections have been determined 

using a rrodified variant of the computer fit program ORION /10/. The investi , 
gated granulite samples consisted of about; 5096 quartz. The reflections from 

other components contributed to the background, which is assumed to be orien
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Fig. 1. TOF-diffraction patterns of grallUli te for the sample positions 
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TO 11120l TO 

Fig. 2.Experimental pole figures of granulite 1. 
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tation dependent, and can influence the intensities of quartz reflections 

also. Therefore, the rrodel TOF spectra have béen calculated taking into 

account the main carvonents of granulite : quartz, albite, sanidine and 

rraiscoví.te , For texture analysis the Bragg reflections have been takei1 into 

account., where the quartz part was hiqher than 70%. Furthemore, the deter

mined pole figures proved their mutual consistence as ccrrpared with the c';" 

coeff.íc.íerrts , which can be ca·lculated for ev~ry pole figure separately. In 

this way a different nU111ber of pole figures (see figs.2-4) has been selected 

for further texture analysis by rreans of canputer programs'QUARZ /8/ and 

QUARZ 2. For mathemat.í.cal treatrrent the point network on pote figures has 

been decreased to A ~ = 1:1 "+ = 5 degrees in all cases using quadratic 

interpolation. The series expansion cut-off was L =14 for alI the samples. 

5. Geological remarks 

Granulites are metarrorphí.c rocks which developed under conditionS of 

high tenperature and pressure. Their texture and ccropoaí.t.ion is characterized 

by the fact that during their deve.loprent; conditions of dry facies were exis

tinge Therefore, the primary mineraIs are generally free of water. By seconda

ry proç:esses water-bearing materiaIs enter into the systern. Granulites are 

typical for the lower half of the Earth' s crust., but locally they are out 

cropping in geological units wi th intense e::oosion or intense tectonic develop

roent; which brought them on the recent surface (nore than 10 km above the depth 

of origin). One of these occurences of granulites on the ~'s surface is the 

Granulite massif in the southern part of the GDR. 

The age of rocks is not exactly known. Pyroxene-enriched inliers within 
I 

the granulites (pyroxenite, granulite,pyriclasite and others) have according 

to /11/ a Rb-Sr-isochrone of 2970.±.250 mio years h.p , It cannot be excluded 

that these ultrarrafics came into their positions fran the upper mantle by Iater 

novenents , In ,general, it should be supposed that the Saxonian granulites .. 
originated in the ti.rre of !J::Mer Proterozoic (between 2500 and 1700 mio.rears 

b.p.) • 
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Two types of granulites are known: acid ones (rresoperthite, plagioclase 

quartz) and mafic ones (pyroxenes, plagioclase). Probably I the rrembers of the 

first group are sedirrentary rocks, those of the second group mafic volcanic 

rocks /12/. The acid granulites hold the largest parts of the massif. 

j"' The tectonic structure is explained in /12/ as a systern of nappes which 

developed as plastic rock flow. The nappes Pecare defomed in later tines by 

crossfolding and were rretarrorphosed by inflow of water leading to metaqranu

litic biotite gneisses from granulites, especia1ly in the bording zones of 

the massif. The' nappes we:re primarily folded with fold axes in E-W direction. 

The granulites are rretaroorphic rocks with planar fabric which is less 

intense than in ordinary gneisses. The lineation is weak. 'lwo types of quartz 

distributions are to differentiate: Schistose-platy granulites have a well-

paper quartz, the grained granulites have a disk-quartz distribution. The type 

of the quartz texture differs highly and depends on the tectonic leveI and 

·o.n the mineralogical ccmpoaí.t.íon, Granu1±tes with larger parts of biolite 

are without texture caused by the secondary metanorphí.sm whereas cross girdle. 

fabrics seem to be related to ~reas with cross folding. 

Quartz fabrics studies can LnfIuence geologicaI ideas, if they are in 

accordance .wí th the detailed kncMledge about the structural hí.s toryof the 

studied areas. A lot of results about the quartz fabrics investigations were 

published on the Granulite massif of the southern GDR /13-18/. 

Defomed rocks are characterized in different degree by an orientation of 

mineraIs. A close relationship exista between the syrmetry of mineraIs and of 

the rock l:x:x:lies as a whole •. The defonnation takes place under pre~6ure, tern

perature and OH reactions. Additionally rretarrorphism Imposes thernodynamic 

conditions on deformíriq rock units defined by tenperature and activities of 

Hp, 00
2 

and 02. The elemmts of the defonnation history can be reconstruc

ted to SCllE degree by texture measurerrerrta , Furthenrore, the path of defor

mat.í.on can be studied by nodel calculations, using the Taylor theory of 

plastic defonnations. But these results seem to be overdetennined when ecm

pared with natural textures. Therefore, it is necessary to neasure the texture 
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(1120) 

TO(01T2) 

(1233) 
(2133) 

,TO 

as detailed as possible. This can be done especially by.,neutron texture 
(1012) 

analysis. 

Theoretical m:x:lels show the influence and importance of the syrruretry 
,~ 

of the kinematic field, possible glide systems and the strain history. Pre

ferred orientations of lattice include information about the kinema~ics of 
1
\. 
(Ir rock deformation. Since the physical properties of rocks depend on the fab

rics and the crystal structure of the constituents, and since the texture 

depends on the deformation history it is of practical and scientific impor

tance to use the possibilities of neutron diffraction to know the lattice 

(12311 

(2131) 
orientation and 'the differences in orientation type and density for different 

TO (11}2) 

lattice planes - as markers for the transport mechanism of rock masses .~ 
.~ 

6. Results 
DO ND 00 

From experimental pole figures in figs. 2' to 4 the series expansionFig. 3. Exper:iroental pole figures of granulite 2. 

coefficients have been determined. Using the known C':" the input sets 

of pole figures are recarcurated, They reproduce the main characteristics of 

experimental pole figures, like those shown in fig.S for granulite 3, referring 

to sufficient reliability of experiments and data handling. Traditionally,
nl201 (ldI'l)(OITzI 

the knowledge of the basic plane pole figure(ú003) is important for the in01
~-;ç

f,:\
terpretation of quartz fabrics. Because of the small structure factor of ~ 1(!;5Y 
(0003) reflection and the neighbourhood of the strong (1l22) peak, it is ~ 
nearly impossible to measure this pole figure by neutron diffraction. There

nl211 (lll21)(0221) 1"121 
~ -...i7~ .~.~ç// fore, it has been calculated from the known c7'" . Fig. 6 shows the (0003) 

~_/C!J-'\ if;~1:.'~.. "r '::\ 

::. L;jt::' ) V' :..P (,li --'-"/~",-;;..,~ pole figure together with the hexagonal edge pole figure (iOl0) for granulite 1. 
__..- L--- __ • I 'j "ri,\?o J 

h...: rÔ ', /
,/ '_C-" / Fig. 8 derronstrates the corresponding resul ts for granulite 3. In both sanples 
,~ '~/ ',v/.-.... '~~'. 

the texture types are very similar. In the basic plane pole figures typical 

~JC:m1 
ThD girdle structures can be seen taking into account the full pole figure 

~~~ 
~..... ~ ti' f area in Fig.6. Comparing with samples 1 and 3 the (0003) pole figure of gra(~pj/j);1:0 ~, nu lite 2 in figo 7 shows axisyrrnetric features in its centre. 
'"OI I r;,;>7 '1 ~ .. f

<: 1(1.1'", 

The inverse pole figures of NO, DD and TO for alI the samples are reprerFig. 4. Exper:iroental pole figures of granulite 3. 
{ 
~ sented in figs. ~ to 11, respectively. In campliance with the known pole fi-

I 
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Fig. 11. Inverse pole figures of grânulite 3 
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Fig. 5. Recalculated pole figures of granulite 3. for NO, DD and TO (fran the left) .
 

.f.~~
11:20
 

TO 110'101 TO 100011
 

~ ~ 0(-

DO NO· DO
 DO . 

Fig. 6.Recalculated pele figures'of granulite 1
 
for the basal plane and the hexagonal edge.
 

TO	 _I llAl 

1:~.,.:-4 
~~	 :~ '~"tQ~~~' ": 
•../....c~}._ç"~ ~ \<07 ~ 

NO 00 

Fi~. 7. Recalculated (0003) pole figures Fig. 8. Reealculated pole figures {"• t Fig. 12. ODF of the quartzof granulite 2. The pole density of granulite 3 for the basal plane , I 
carp:ment of granulite 1.

in the centre is 4.3.	 and hexagonal ed:ge. I. , 
1110 
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gures the inverse pele figures of granulite 1 and 3 do not show any signi


fieant texture components , The pele density is lawer than 2 in al! the in• I
verse pole figure range. In the ND inverse pele figure of granulite 2 rela

'I·Itively high intensity is eoneentrated in the direction of the trigonal axis. 

Fig. 12 represents the ODF of granulite 1. The roain maximum with an ., 
0 rintensity of 4.3 is found at .x. :;:150 and jJ-:; 870

• Besides of this range of 

hí.qh orientation density the ODF of granulite 1 does not show any rmre essen \ 
tial texture eanponents. 

In the OOF of granulite 2 in figo 13 a zone of high intensity is eon


eentrated in the n~ighbourhood of.l' ==0. The orientation density of this range
 

is nearly índependent of eX. and t . In eoineidenee with pole figures and
 

inverse pole figures, ,sueh behaviour deseribes a eoneentration of trigonal
 

quartz axes in the normal dire,?tion ofthe investigated rock p Lat.e ,
 

Fig. 14 shows the OOF of granulite 3. Four eomponents with a distanee of
 

éibout 900 in :)( refer to the approximately orthorhanbie symnetry of the in

vestigated speeimen.
 

The discussed ODFs eontain the even information on Iy, The influenee
 

of ghost effeets is expeeted to be smal! beeause of the relalively weak tex

ture of the samples.
 

Tn the orientalion of investigated granulites daninate (0001), (1120)
 

and (1210) eanponents, respeelively. The intense orientation of the prism
 

0 
ean be explained by the influenee of temperature of apprcxírnate ly' 600 c. 

Higher values are to be exeluded (therrrobararetrie investigation is going on) • 

Prism and basal aetivíty are daninaling. The basal-switeh mechanisnÍ corres

ponds to the transition of .p l ane strainto flattening. 'I'he third aclive sys

tem is (1101). 

('f
Aeeording to /14/ the asynrretry in the inverse pole figures ean be pro-

I i 
dueed by the glide .sys tems wí th trWonal symretry. In general the low inten

I I 

sity of texture eomponents in granulite is to be explaí.ned by the secondary .' ~ 

Fig. 13. OOF of the quartz component of granulite 2. 

c--« 
Fi~. 14. ODF of the quartz ccsrponent. of granulite 3. 

heating of the rocks whiehhas weakened the texture fntensity. 
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5aHKBHT~ n. H AP· 
TeKCTYPHWH aHanHa Kaap~eaoH 4aCTH caKcoHcKoro rpaHynHTa 
C nO~bn HeHTPOHHOH AH~paK~HH no apeMeHH nponeTa 

E14-86-23 

rpaHynHpOBaHHWH MaCCHB B ~*HOH 4aCTH r~p aaneraeT B aepxHeH 4aCTH 
CaKCOHCKo·T~pHHrCKOH aoHw eaponeHcKHX aapHC~HAOB. BoapacT ero nopoA, no 
aceH aepoRTHOCTH, Mono*e npoTepoaoHCKoro. B AaHHOH pa6oTe npeACTaBnR~TCR 
nonHWe KOnH4eCTBeHHWe TeKCTypHwe aHanH3W B Tpex o6pa3~aX rpaHynHTa C 6onb· 
WHM COAeP*aHHeM Kaap~a. HccneAOBaHHR 6~nH npoaeAeHW C nOM~b~ HeHTPOHHOH 
AH~paK~HH no apeMeHH nponeTa Ha HMnynbcHwx peaKTopax Hr,P-30 H H6P-2. 
HecMOTPR Ha HH3KY~ CHMMeTpH~, CTPYKTypa Kaap~eBOH COCTaBnR~eH o6Hapy*H" 
aaeT BnHRHHe 6a3HCHOH H npH3MeHHOH aKTHBa~HH AflR TeKCTypoo6pa30BaHHR rpa· 
HynHTa. TeKCTypa BCeX HCCneAyeMWX o6pa3~0B 6wna OTHOCHTeflbHO cna6aR. 3TO 
MO*HO nOHRTb KaK cneACTBHe nocneAyn~ero aoccTaHoaneHHR nocne nepaoHa4anb
Horo o6paaoaaHHR. 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a fla6opaTOPHH HeHTPOHHOH ~H3HKH OHRH. 

Coo6WeHHe 017J.eAHHeiDIOfO HIICTHT}'T& JIAepHhiX HCCneAOBaHHii • .lly6Ha 1986 

Bankwitz P. et al E14-86-23 
Fabric Analysis of the Quartz Component In Saxonian Granulites 
Using Neutron Time-of-Flight Diffraction 

The Granulite massif in the southern GDR is an inlier within the Sa
xothuringian zone of the European Variscides. The rocks are probably 
of Lower Proterozoic age. The full quantitative fabric analysts (texture 
analysis) of the three specimen of different quartz granulites has been 
done using neutron time-of-flight diffraction at pulsed reactors IBR-30 
and IBR-2 of the JINR,Dubna. In spite of the low symmetry of orientation 
the quartz fabric shows the influence of basal and prism plane movements 
for the origin of the texture of the granul ites.The textures of all Inve
stigated samples were found to be relatively weak. This fact is explained 
by the later recovery of the rocks after their formation. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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